CASE STUDY

Diem
Cannabis
How Diem Cannabis empowered their
team to make their brand stand out and
new customers stand in.

OVERVIEW
The lift in new
customers and
reviews have been
amazing. Our
average reviews per
month has gone up
247% with a weekly
average sales
growth of 20% since
launching EyeRate!”
John DiNovella, VP of
Operations at Diem
Cannabis

Diem Cannabis utilizes EyeRate to empower their employees to
drive online awareness, attract new customers, and improve their
teams productivity. John DiNovella’s business outcomes have
resulted in a significant increase in new customer acquisition.

35.3%

new customers increased 35.3% in 3 months

4.8

Google reviews increased from 4.6 (221) to 4.8 (746) &
achieved the #2 spot on Google search in the area

12.5%

overall lift in revenue

20%

weekly average sales growth since launching EyeRate

www.eye ra te b u s i n e s s .co m

THE PROBLEM
Diem Cannabis operates in a competitive market
in Oregon and Massachusetts where more
dispensaries equal more options to the consumer.
Marketing is expensive and very difficult to navigate while new customer acquisition is expensive.
Typical turnover for employees in the industry is
30% of the workforce per year.

Since launching EyeRate’s review generation
service for our Worcester dispensary at the
start of 2021, we’ve experienced a number of
benefits including significant revenue
growth, a complete turnaround of our new
customer acquisition trend, and an increase

THE SOLUTION

to our overall Google review star rating.

EyeRate became a solution that delivered an

In my experience, after a company has

enhanced customer and employee experience.

seemingly been established in their market,

The Diem team was able to shift typically expen-

often the best they can hope for is to

sive marketing costs to their employees instead of

maintain whatever overall Google review star

advertisements. By attaching customer feedback

rating they have generated up to that point,

to specific employees and incentivizing the team

since the dreaded one-star reviews can often

for high scores, this resulted in a measurable

take dozens of five-star reviews to simply

increase in new customers and reduced advertis-

counteract. Not only has our dispensary not

ing spend. The Massachusetts location is now #2

dipped below the rating we had since joining

on the list when customers search ‘Cannabis in

EyeRate, but to my surprise we’ve managed

Worcester’ on Google.

to increase our Google rating average by two
decimal points. The sheer volume of five-star
reviews that EyeRate has helped to generate
has additionally been critical in helping us
maintain a stronger presence against
negative feedback.
Our employees have enjoyed an overall boost
in morale, as the service influences
customers to include employee names in
their Google reviews, which has provided us
with an objective method to establish an
employee incentive program. Overall, we

T H E R E S U LT S

have experienced nothing but benefits from

Partnering with EyeRate has accelerated Diem
Dispensary to continue their incredible growth
strategy by incentivizing their team for a high
level of customer service and engagement. With
sales growing, Diem can confidently and efficiently handle the increase in new customers as the

our service with EyeRate and look forward to
seeing their business continue to grow with
ours!”

John DiNovella, VP of Operations at
Diem Cannabis

economy opens back up post-pandemic.
www.eye ra te b u s i n e s s .co m

